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Abstract

Purpose. The improvement in the management of knowledge and technology is leading to (re)thinking an innovative organizational model based on flexible work, namely “smart working.” This paper presents the main benefits of smart working, the Italian legislation, and some case studies in Veneto small and medium enterprises (SMEs), one of the most prosperous and important economic areas in Europe. Design / methodology / approach. An exploratory approach was adopted to describe smart working and to investigate certain Italian SMEs to evaluate the real implementation of smart working according to the key variables of smart working implementation and the critical success factors of the smart working design. Findings. The research highlights a poor implementation of smart working in SMEs; however, there are already initiatives related to flexible work based on informal activities. Practical implications. By showing evidence on smart working in an economically advanced European region, it sheds light on how flexible work plays out in a real context.
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1. Introduction

Topics such as information technology and knowledge-based systems (Carlile, 2002; Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000; Gold et al., 2001; Spender, 1996; Wasko and Faraj, 2005) have recently been studied concerning the study of the strategy, management, and organization of companies. In the past 10 years, scholars have investigated knowledge related to innovation, information management, and knowledge sharing and transfer in the digital era (Abubakar et al., 2019; Bresciani et al., 2018; North et al., 2018; Perkmann et al., 2013).

The unstoppable technological evolution, which has plagued private and working lives for years, has favored the search for new innovative forms of corporate resource management; however, it is relevant to (re)think the work (Colbert et al., 2016; Dery et al., 2017; Ferrazzi, 2014; Li and Herd, 2017; Sardi and Garengo, 2015) in which business process capabilities and organizational learning (Sardi et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2014) play a key role.

Smart working has become a new approach in which the organization of a company and a team are focused on the balance between private and working life for organizations to improve the link between work and new technologies (Podgórski et al., 2017; Torre and Sarti, 2020).

This interaction between knowledge, work, and technology is leading a new work organization model based on flexible work (Burdinand Pérotin, 2019; Errichiello and Pianese, 2019; Fleewood, 2007; Lewis and Humbert, 2010).

The European Union is promoting forms of flexible work, or “smart working,” highlighting to its members the social benefits derived from the work-life balance. Following the EU, Italy is also promoting smart working through actions aimed at protecting workers who operate at different times and places than company headquarters. The Italian legislation Law 81/2017 defines smart working as “an execution method of the subordinate employment relationship established by agreement between the parties. It can forecast work management based on phases, cycles, and objectives and without specific time and place constraints. It can be supported by technological tools. The job activities are performed inside and outside the company without a fixed position within limits daily and weekly.” The Smart Working Observatory of the Politecnico di Milano defines smart working as “a new managerial philosophy based on giving people back flexibility and autonomy of spaces, times and tools in exchange for greater responsibility on results.” With smart working, the workplace loses its previous role (Torre, 2015, 2016). In this context, smart working is defined as an organizational model aimed at promoting flexibility and a better work-life balance. According to recent research, it is recognized as a useful model for quality improvements in living, working, and productivity conditions (Kelliher and Anderson, 2008; Shanmugam and Agarwal, 2019; Van Der Voordt, 2004).

According to Politecnico di Milano, in 2019, Italian smart workers numbered 570,000. Smart working is a consolidated model in 58% of Italian large companies. In contrast, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) do not adopt smart working sufficiently, although in 2019, there was an increase from 8% to 12%, while 18% of
SMEs have informal smart working projects (Working, 2019). Flexible work is currently a key topic for organizations, and previous research has provided case studies on smart working in SMEs (Cañibano, 2019; Carlson et al., 2006; Decastri et al., 2020; Tagliaro and Ciaramella, 2016; Wilkinson et al., 2018).

This paper presents smart working opportunities by analyzing the recent Italian legislation and case studies in Veneto SMEs, one of the most flourishing and important economic areas in Europe. Therefore, the multiperspective approach contributes to the literature on smart working practices, highlighting that it is possible to promote the adoption of an approach oriented towards (re)thinking work organization in to develop efficient smart working models. Through an exploratory study, the research indicated there is no systematic implementation of smart working in SMEs as a process of cultural and organizational change; however, it showed that flexible work is implemented using an informal approach.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the paper describes the literature background of smart working. Consequently, it introduces the Italian regulatory context, characteristics, limitations, and benefits resulting from smart working adoption. Finally, it describes case studies carried out in the Veneto Region.

2. Literature review

Current technological transformations have led to direct and identifiable repercussions on producing, marketing, and work organization (Burdinand Pérotin, 2019; Fleewood, 2007; Garengo and Panizzolo, 2013; Panizzolo et al., 2010). These transformations offer two different opportunities. On the one hand, multiple opportunities associated with the creation of new wealth and greater well-being are offered. On the other hand, there is a solution to the challenge related to the social sustainability of a new economic system. Both opportunities should lead to improving the work-life balance (Bednar and Welch, 2019a; 2019b).

Digital transformations occur at a much faster pace than ever before. Humans and machines interact in technologically intensive environments, putting into practice what has been called "sociomateriality" (Orlikowski and Scott, 2008). Some examples are smart buildings, smart mobility, smart infrastructures, and structures (Alter, 2019; Andrushevich et al., 2017; Avgoustaki and Bessa, 2019).

In this challenging scenario, new needs arise, and consequently, new products are developed. Companies that innovate first and therefore benefit from new technologies have a significant competitive advantage. The destruction and creation of new job positions associated with the introduction of new processes will occur (Iapichino et al., 2018). These changes will lead to an organizational model based on work flexibility, such as "smart working" (D’Amato, 2014). D’Amato defines smart working as a dynamic and interchangeable workplace. It differs from teleworking in which the subject usually works at home because it allows employees and employers to select the times, places, and tools, typically technological, such as PCs, smartphones, and tablets. The smart concept refers to advanced forms of work organization in which the smart worker must operate during complex processes, interact remotely
cooperatively and collaboratively with colleagues, and be evaluated based on achievement results (Mattalucci, 2014).

To implement smart working, organizations must redesign job places and work tasks, service delivery, and performance measurements (Hörning et al., 2018).

Smart working aims to simplify teleworking. It allows working where and when people want, increasing greater hourly and organizational flexibility. In this way, as Olivieri Pennesi (2014) states, new work balances can be concretely achieved. The economic crisis has led to a review of the competitiveness, productivity, and innovation capacity of organizations. Therefore, the need has emerged to rethink organizational policies by integrating the flexibility of time and place of work as well as to adapt to new behaviors, leadership styles, space management, and use of communication technologies (Chiaro et al., 2015).

Barbier and Nadel (2002, pp.VII-XXV) declare that flexibility “means making its characteristics variable: the working times associated with it, the places and conditions of its exercise, its statutory and legal elements.” Organizational policies must be rethought by integrating the flexibility of the work time/place.

Recently, following the spread of agreements developed in the context of corporate bargaining, Italy has had a greater focus on smart working. Recently, it regulated different ways to work with the common element being the reduction of physical presence in the spaces destined to carry out work through the use of advanced information technologies (Neri et al., 2017). More specifically, Italy passed Law 81/2017, which defines, delimits, and promotes smart working.

Law No.81/2017 aims to “increase competitiveness” by promoting smart working as well as by facilitating the work-life balance; however, this law specifies that tax and social security incentives, possibly recognized as concerning increases in productivity and the efficiency of subordinate work, are also applicable when the work activity is performed smartly.

Smart working is recognized as one of the factors that increase productivity, profitability, efficiency, quality, and innovation. Consequently, the strategical adoption of smart working is often included in corporate welfare plans defined by national and second-level collective bargaining. For instance, smart working can benefit from tax breaks.

The benefits of the introduction of smart working can be measured from two perspectives, i.e., the company and the worker. In the first case, the main benefits are quantifiable in terms of reducing absenteeism, reducing costs for physical spaces, and increasing productivity. Always the Observatory has estimated that the increase in productivity for a worker resulting from the adoption of a “mature” model of smart working is about 15%. The overall benefit estimate is around € 14 billion. Although this estimate is hypothetical, it was developed based on concrete and directly measured data. Furthermore, the implementation of smart working provides benefits for workers and the environment. For example, the main benefits for workers are the reduction of transfer times and costs, the improvement of the work-life balance, and the increase in employees’ motivation and satisfaction (Avgoustaki and Bessa, 2019; Cañibano, 2019). The Observatory estimates that 60 minutes for each working day is the average time saved by a worker when engaging in smart working. Finally, the
shorter displacement also leads to a reduction in CO2 emissions and a reduction in traffic. Therefore, considering some of the smart working benefits, it could become one of the main sustainable business models in the long-term.

3. Legislation

The main Italian law for smart working implementation is Law No.81/2017 entitled “Measures for the protection of self-employed non-entrepreneurial work and measures aimed at promoting flexible articulation in the times and places of subordinate work.” Law 81/2017, Chapter II (Articles 18-24), namely “Smart working,” specifies the main guidelines for the full understanding of this organizational model. These Articles define smart working, contract forms, and workers’ and employers’ rights. For instance, it recognizes continuous learning and the certification of worker skills as a right. Moreover, it shows the key role of control and disciplinary power (Art.21), safety (Art. 22), and accident insurance and occupational disease insurance (Art.23). To reveal how to take advantage of the benefits offered by this Law, some fundamental articles are described.

First, Article 18, Law No.81/2017, establishes the agreement form: “The provisions of this chapter, to increase competitiveness and facilitate the reconciliation of life and work times, promote smart working as a mode of execution of the subordinate employment relationship established by agreement between the parties, also with forms of organization by phases, cycles and objectives and without precise time or place of work constraints, with the possible use of technological tools for carrying out the work activity. The work is performed, partly inside company premises and partly outside without a predetermined workplace, within limits daily and weekly, deriving from the law and collective bargaining agreement.” According to this paragraph, smart working execution must be established through a written agreement for administrative and legal regularity; however, until November 2017, companies that signed individual smart working agreements did not know how to regularize the worker who operated in places other than the company. After completing INAIL Circular No.48/2017, the agreement must be sent through the specific IT platform available on the website of the Ministry of Labor and Social Policies “www.lavoro.gov.it.” The agreement communication includes the information of the employer and the worker, including the typology of an employment relationship, INAIL insurance, signing date, and contract period as required by Article 19, Law No.81/2017. As specified by INAIL Circular No.48/2017, the information contained in the agreement will be sent to INPS as part of the application cooperation agreement with the Ministry of Labor and Social Policies concerning the transfer of data contained in the aforementioned communications.

The smart working agreement must be entered into in writing and has the objective of regularizing the work for administrative purposes. It describes the work performed outside the workplace, the managerial power of the employer, and the job tools. The necessary measures are also identified to allow the worker to pause from the use of technological working tools.
According to Article 19, Law 81/2017, the contract can be limited or permanent. If it is a permanent contract, the withdrawal can be requested with a minimum notice of 30 days. As referred to in Article 1, Law 68/1999, in the case of disabled workers, the withdrawal deadline must take place by the employer in no less than 90 days to guarantee adequate work and private reorganization for the worker. The contractors can repeal the contract before the deadline in the case of a fixed-term or open-ended contract even without notice but in both cases, only in the presence of a justified reason.

If a company decides to hire many workers with a smart employment contract but all or some of these workers decide to withdraw from the agreement, the employer can resort to dismissal for an objective reason and justify it. According to Article 3, Law 604/1966, numerous cases of withdrawal from smart working contracts can cause serious consequences for the organization of work, leading to an objective and justified reason for dismissal.

Another fundamental regulation is Legislative Decree 66/2003, which is related to understanding and implementing smart working. It establishes that it is possible to carry out the services even in discontinuous hours, but they must not exceed the ordinary duration hours, including night hours.

As clearly expressed in Article 20, Law 81/2017, the implementation of work as a smart job guarantees workers the right to lifelong learning and periodic certification of the related skills. In addition, paragraph 1 also guarantees the right to the same economic and regulatory treatment no less than that applied for workers who work within the company.

Article 21, Law 81/2017, also regulates the employer's control over the worker's performance outside the workplace by respecting the provisions of Article 4, Law 300/1970, and subsequent amendments.

Finally, health and safety at work are specifically addressed by Article 22, Law 81/2017. Employers are required to deliver information to the worker and worker representative for safety. In the information prepared in writing, the general and specific risks related to the method of performing the working relationship must be reported to guarantee the health and safety of the worker. The worker must practice the preventive measures to avoid the risks connected with the execution of work outside the company. Due to Article 23, Law 81/2017, the worker has the right to protection against occupational diseases and accidents due to the risks associated with the work performed carried out outside the company premises. In addition, the worker also has the right to protection against accidents occurring during the usual round trip from the home to the one chosen workplace when the choice is due to the need of the worker to reconcile a work-life balance.

4. Methodology

The research highlighted some explorative case studies (Yin, 2018). They have been carried out in collaboration with Confindustria Veneto SIAV within the project “Rose n’ Blue organizations in the plural.” The project aimed to spread an
organizational culture based on plurality and transparent communication. For this purpose, the project investigated the smart working model to favor an inclusive perspective. A sample of SMEs was investigated due to SMEs still having little use for this method of working. In particular, the organizational and technological SME contexts were analyzed.

A case study methodology was applied (Yin, 2018), which is recognized as a useful exploratory approach to explore and to explicate complex situations simply. Baxter and Jack (2010) stated: “While you are considering what your research question will be, you must also consider what the case is. This may sound simple, but determining what the case study is can be a challenge for scholars.” We chose to investigate the “what” situation impacted by smart working (Baxter and Jack, 2010). Using a social constructionist paradigm, the SME context was explored to describe the current use of the smart working model according to the key smart working factors. The main stages of the longitudinal case study were:

- Sample selection
- Data collection
- Data analysis

Sample selection. A sample of 20 manufacturing and service SMEs of the Veneto Region, a business area known for its great productivity and innovation capacity, was selected (Brunetti et al., 2015). According to the Veneto Statistical Report, in 2019, the total number of Veneto companies was 430,000 (+8.4%), with positive results in terms of turnover and number of employees. This sample allowed for understanding the real implementation of smart working in these companies.

Data collection. Data were gathered through semi-structured interviews with SME managers in three steps. In this first meeting, managers were asked to participate in a research project on smart working. This step showed that 12 SMEs on a sample of 20 SMEs (i.e. 60%) were interested in participating to learn about this new organizational model and its regulations. In the second meeting, the main characteristics of smart working were described in detail. Finally, data were collected related to their initiatives of flexible working. To gather data, predefined forms were entered to facilitate summarizing and comparison. This form was developed according to a systematic literature review. This review aimed to identify (a) the variables of smart working and (b) the critical success factors of smart working design to develop a framework to assess the degree of smart working. To identify this information, the Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar were used.

The process suggested by Tranfield et al. (2003) was followed. The summary of findings is reported in this section.

(a) First, the following variables were identified as the key variables to evaluate the implementation of smart working:

- Culture - Values, ideas, and principles shared by individuals of an organization (Hofstede, 1980).
Structure - Activities and processes used to manage a company (Garengo and Bititci, 2007).
Technology - Technical knowledge and ICT tools used to operate working activities (Garengo and Bititci, 2007).
ICT - Information communication technology useful to operate and to manage a company (e.g., software, hardware) (Garengo and Biazzo, 2013).
Leadership - Ability to motivate people to achieve a common goal (Schein, 1996; Garengo and Bititci, 2007; Otley, 2016)

(b) Second, the critical success factors of a smart working design were identified:

Workplace - Areas (formal and informal) where the company's employees work (Cañibano, 2019).
Worktime – Working hours (Colber et al., 2016).
Performance measurement – Systems that collect, analyze, and report organizational data. They give feedback on individual and organizational actions. For instance, they have characteristics such as connected and real-time multi-feedback measures, easy and accessible measures, and measures focused on the development of human resources (Bititci, 2015; Bititci et al., 2012; Sardi et al., 2018)
Performance management – Practices that favor performance communication and sharing. For instance, they have characteristics such as continuous sharing of knowledge, open environments useful for learning, and transparent and open communication systems (Bititci, 2015; Bititci et al., 2012; Sardi et al., 2018; Sardi and Sorano, 2019; Smith and Bititci, 2017).

Data analysis. Data were analyzed through the “categorical aggregation technique” that allows for aggregating elements and analyzing them as a group. As suggested by Yin (2018), data were represented by the aggregation graph and discussed according to the main literature evidence. The key variables were analyzed according to conceptual frameworks proposed by Hofstede (1980) for culture and Garengo and Bititci (2007) for technology. Consequently, the critical success factors of the smart working design were analyzed.

5. Results

The research showed that 60% of the companies contacted were interested in smart working. The findings describe the evaluation of the key variables and the critical success factors (Figure 1) in the companies interested in smart working.

Below, this section describes the evaluation of the following variables: culture, structure, technology, information technology and management style.
Culture - The small and medium enterprises analyzed outline a power culture based on the central control of the entrepreneur/s. These enterprises are mainly family-owned-business, where the concentration of power stays with enterpriser or a few directors. It is focused to gain the company’s strategic goals through carrying out work in company building.

Structure - They presented limited bureaucracy and procedures because the owner makes decisions that change rapidly in an autocratic way. These companies were results-oriented and preferred people with autonomy and fast decision-making capacity. The enterprises were traditional family small and medium enterprises, where the capital was held by shareholders belonging to the same family.

Technology - These organizations had high technical knowledge and showed high investments in information technology tools for operating working activities; however, employees had a different degree of information technology skills according to various job-positions and ages.

Management style - The small and medium enterprises analyzed highlight an authoritative management style. This style did not encourage the implementation of smart working in the organization. This style limits the capability of decision making action outside the headquarter. The practices adopted by entrepreneur/s and directors in decision making, management of information, relationships, motivation and managing subordinates influences the level of delegation, the approach and time required to make decisions and the control of activities.

To summarize, these findings related to the evaluation of the main variables linked to the implementation of smart working show the uniformity of the study sample. They highlight traditional small and medium enterprises, a power culture, high investments in information technology tools for operating working activities, and different types of information technology knowledge.

Below this section describes the evaluation of the following critical success factors of smart working design: workplace, worktime, performance measurement and performance management (Figure 1).

Workplace - 20% of the companies investigated used workplace flexibility. Usually, the entrepreneurs preferred the way of working in the presence. They give this opportunity in special issues linked to the family, health and welfare. The use of Workplace flexibility rarely meets the needs of the business strategy.

Worktime - 80% of the companies investigated adopted initiatives of work flexibility regarding the time of entry and exit from the company. The worktime flexibility allowed employees the change to make their own choices as to where, when and how they engage in work related to their tasks and projects.

Performance measurement - 40% of the companies investigated adopted performance measurement activities such as gathering, analysing and visualizing performance. In particular, 40% of these enterprises used information technology, such as business intelligence and management software, to support performance measurement. This technology allows controlling the main operational performance information in real-time to everywhere.
Performance management - 20% of the companies investigated had performance management practices such as communicating, learning and improving performance. These practices supported the company's people in the performance management process mainly enabling and structuring internal and external communication between personnel involved in the process of target setting. Sometimes, this performance information supported the employees' learning.

Fig. 1 Evaluation of critical success factors

To summarize, these findings related to the evaluation of the main critical success factors linked to the implementation of smart working describe a poor use of performance measurement and management practices, even though some enterprises highlight a virtuous adoption of this performance information. Furthermore, the results sharpen a scarce use of workplace flexibility, but a marked use of worktime flexibility.

SMEs performed the implementation of initiatives related to smart working. These initiatives were based on informal agreements between the employer and the employee. For example, according to Olivieri Pennesi (2014), initiatives allowed some employees greater flexibility of workplace and worktime, being able to work even outside the company headquarters. These initiatives were adopted for some employees who worked for objectives or projects or moved for personal reasons but had a key role in the company or serious impossibilities in reaching the workplace.

6. Discussion

The evolution of corporate organizational models is leading to (re)thinking the work in the current business context (Colbert et al., 2016; Dery et al., 2017; Ferrazzi, 2014; Li and Herd, 2017). The research showed that 60% of the companies contacted
were interested in smart working; however, organizations still poorly apply this legislation and this model as suggested to recent literature (Olivieri & Pennesi, 2014; Torre, 2015; Torre, 2016; Torre, 2020).

The enterprises analyzed highlighted a power culture based on the central control of the entrepreneurs or directors, a fast decision-making process based on results-oriented and recent information technology tools. These typical aspects of small and medium enterprises impacted the level of smart working implementation. As address to literature (Ates et al., 2013; Garengo, 2009; Jardioui et al., 2020; Manville et al., 2019), on the one hand, these aspects push the operational processes of SMEs toward efficiency and innovation, on the other hand, these aspects stop new managerial and strategical processes.

Despite this, 80% of the companies investigated already adopted initiatives of work flexibility regarding the time of entry and exit from the company, whilst only 20% used workplace flexibility. Although they hold information technology tools for operating working activities, these tools were rarely utilized for performance measurement and management. This poor use of this information technology tools in small and medium enterprises confirm the trend shown recently to Sardi et al. (2020a,b) which highlighted the several constraints obstruct performance measurement and management in this typology of company ( Bourne et al., 2018; Garengo and Sharma, 2014). Small and medium enterprises often lack the availability of human capital, managerial skills and capital resources (Sardi et al., 2020b,c). Their employees are engaged in technical and operational processes rather than in managerial and strategical activities (Sardi et al., 2020b).

The performance measurement and management system of the companies analyzed did not sufficiently allow for managing work through a democratic and remote approach. Forty per cent of companies used these tools to measure the main key performance indicators, whereas few enterprises adopted them for management and communicate performance even if the companies had the digital technologies necessary for the effective performance of smart working. Although the availability of these technologies is a necessary condition to allow people to complete work outside the company (Avgoustaki & Bessa, 2019; Cañibano, 2019; Sardi et al., 2020b), the capacity and their use remain exclusive to a select few. This poor use of technology made it difficult to work outside the company. However, the enterprises analyzed performed the implementation of initiatives related to smart working. These initiatives were based on informal agreements between the employer and the employee. For example, according to Olivieri & Pennesi (2014), initiatives allowed some employees greater flexibility of workplace and worktime, being able to work even outside the company headquarters. These initiatives were adopted for some employees who worked for objectives or projects or moved for personal reasons but had a key role in the company or serious impossibilities in reaching the workplace.

According to this consideration, this type of company should (re)think about the organization of work, knowledge management and technical support to develop efficient smart working (Vaggelas & Leotta, 2019).
In this scenario, human capital is a variable that should not be underestimated in favoring the digital transformation process in which digital skills (Prezioso et al., 2020; Parola et al., 2019) are considered an indispensable pillar that positively affects company performance (Cristofaro et al., 2020). In other words, companies are also required to have organizational resilience (Palumbo & Manna, 2019), that is, the ability to recognize the changing demands of the external context and, at the same time, to predict environmental dynamics. In the future, smart working will be used more often as a solution to improve the balance between professional and private life and to cope with emergencies, health (Covid-19), social, environmental and economic as emergencies are often considered points of break-in social life, but they also accelerate innovative solutions in experimentation, providing significant opportunities for work reorganization and giving impetus to the spread of new forms of work such as smart working (Torre, 2020) through a mix of structural and behavioral interventions.

7. Conclusion

The evolution of corporate organizational models is leading to (re)thinking the work in the current business context; however, the SMEs' activities are not enough to improve their work organization, although the European Union is widely favouring the innovative work approach, such as smart working, and the literature demonstrates the increase in productivity and the improvement of the work-life balance.

In this context, the implementation of smart working in a sample of Veneto SMEs was investigated.

Smart working is considered an organizational model for a better work-life balance, and 56% of Italian large companies have adopted this model. The situation is still very different for small and medium-sized enterprises. SMEs do not sufficiently adopt this model. The research shows that SMEs implement smart working initiatives through informal agreements between the employer and employees. It is applied to solve specific situations without detailed planning; however, SMEs show a strong interest in legislative compliance for employees who already use this form of work.

Research implications of this research suggest how the findings can be important for theory and practice subsequent research.

The theoretical implications of this research describe the degree of smart working implementation in a sample of SMEs. In particular, it highlights the difficulty of implementing smart working in these enterprises. Although there are already initiatives related to flexible work based on informal activities, the study illustrates a poor implementation of smart working in small and medium enterprises. Through this research, researchers have available a conceptual framework (variables identified and critical success factors) able to support the evaluation of the degree of smart working implementation. Furthermore, researches may adopt this framework in other companies to develop other studies or understand the weaknesses and seek improvement solutions for applying smart working.
The managerial implications of this research indicate that companies should follow the main critical success factors identified to design effective smart working. Before designing this model, companies must evaluate the organizational variable to better understand their specific contexts.

As with all research, this study has two main limitations. Firstly, although the systematic literature review followed rigorously process suggested by Tranfield et al. (2003), it may lack some explanations about the variables and the critical success factors of smart working useful to assess the degree of smart working implementation. However, it reported the main references for each variable and critical success factors for further insights. Secondly, the results obtained cannot represent the entire group of small and medium enterprises because few companies were explored. Although these weaknesses of the research limit the generalizability of the results, it allows to explorer this unexplored field. Furthermore, it provides a first representation of how small and medium enterprises implement smart working and which key variables are useful to design and to adopt efficient and effective smart working.
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